One of the hurdles in learning thermodynamics is a plethora of complicated partial derivative identities. Students suffer from difficulties in deriving, justifying, memorizing, or interpreting the identities, misconceptions about partial derivatives, and a lack of deeper understandings about the meaning of the identities. Here, we propose a diagrammatic method, the "sunray diagram," for the calculus of differentials and partial derivatives that resolves all of the aforementioned difficulties. With the sunray diagram, partial derivative identities can be instantly obtained in an intuitive manner by sliding arrows. Furthermore, the sunray diagram is more than an ad hoc machinery but based on the geometric structure of thermodynamics and admits direct physical interpretation on the P-V (or T-S) plane. Employing the language of differential forms and symplectic geometry, we show that the sunray diagram and Maxwell's previous work utilizing equal-area sliding of parallelograms are different visualizations of the same mathematical syntax, while the sunray diagram being more convenient in practice. We anticipate that our discussion introduces the geometry of thermodynamics to learners and enriches the graphical pedagogy in physics education.
I Introduction
Becoming adept at partial derivative identities for deriving various thermodynamic identities is a vital mission to be completed in undergraduate thermodynamics. However, some identities may seem unfamiliar or are heavy to be memorized, while it is difficult to justify or derive them without involving technical details about partial derivatives. Students who are busy to catch up with the mathematical details may be lost in the "zoo of partial derivatives," missing the physical context of the equations; students who are well-acquainted with the mathematical aspects may also have weaknesses such as misconceptions about the physicists' manner of handling partial derivatives (which would be different from that of standard mathematics texts) or exploiting the identities merely as formal manipulation rules but lacking deep understandings of their meanings. Therefore, it is pedagogically valuable to wonder whether we can develop a tool that can intuitively derive the partial derivative identities, serve as a quick mnemonic for them, deepen understandings and clarify concepts of the partial derivative system so that practical users of the identities will also benefit largely, and, as an extra wish, be supported with a certain standard of mathematical rigor. The "sunray diagram" presented in this paper successfully fulfills all these conditions as a graphical language for differentials and partial derivatives.
Attempts to utilize graphics for the calculus of thermodynamics trace back to J. C. Maxwell. Maxwell, when developing his "Theory of Heat," 1 often visualized the equations to get physical insights. He graphically interpreted the partial derivatives as infinitesimal segments over contour lines of thermodynamic variables and did the calculus of differentials by applying successive equal-area sliding of an infinitesimal parallelogram. See Nash's article 2 for a reproduction. This method also does the work, but turns out to be not favorable over our "sunray diagram," because confusions can occur when reading off the corresponding values (partial derivative expression) of infinitesimal segments in a diagram, and the equal-area sliding can be lengthy so that it is difficult to read identities off from the drawings immediately. It captures the concept of partial derivatives directly and accurately but is a "slow tool" to be used in practice. In contrast, the "sunray diagram" method also involves a chain of sliding, but this time, what is to be slid is arrows, not parallelograms, and deciding what sliding pathway should be taken to get the wanted identity is straightforward; in addition, graphical elements of a "sunray diagram" can be easily translated to ordinary mathematical expressions.
There are also other notable works that considered the geometrical interpretation or formulation of thermodynamics. Gibbs's seminal works 3 described properties related to phase equilibrium, and some following works [4] [5] [6] interpreted thermodynamic equations geometrically on the diagram of thermodynamic variables. Also, there are contact-geometric descriptions [7] [8] [9] and metric-based approaches. 10, 11 These works are insightful, but they are not favorable as a basis for a graphical language in thermodynamics as they place importance on geometric interpretation than utilization or have complicated semantics of their geometric elements. Weinhold 11, 12 sought vector description of thermodynamic variables with arrows based on the metric structure, but the physical meanings of "lengths" and "angles" in the diagram are hard to be interpreted directly. "Technique of Jacobian" [13] [14] [15] interprets a partial derivative as a specific form of Jacobian, and it enables simpler manipulation of partial derivatives. The "sunray diagram" method incorporates this notion in terms of "arrow sliding," while being more practical in cases in which complicated dependencies exist between variables.
Launching a new tool, the "sunray diagram," we would like to provide a user's manual of it. This paper is organized as follows. The next section of the paper explains the basic elements of the sunray diagram and demonstrates how to use it for quickly deriving the partial derivative identities in a layman-friendly manner. The mnemonic aspects of the sunray diagram are presented with applications to some wellknown partial derivative identities in undergraduate thermodynamics. Then, in the following section, the connection between Maxwell's approach and the sunray diagram is explic-itly shown. It turns out that the two are different graphical representations of the same mathematical structure, while the latter being handier in practice. Furthermore, the geometrical basis of the sunray diagram is concretely elucidated in the language of differential forms and symplectic geometry, which are the geometrical features underlying the thermodynamic theory. 7, 8, 16, 17 From these discussions, it will be clear that the sunray diagram is not an ad hoc machinery but has geometrical or physical interpretations so that it is practical and insightful at the same time.
II The Sunray Diagram

A Basic Syntax
Suppose there are three variables x, y, and z that each of them depends on the remaining two. The partial derivatives appear as the coefficients of differentials:
Note that ∂x/∂y| z = dx/dy when z is held constant, i.e., dz is set to zero in Eq. (1). It is well-known that the following identities hold:
These identities are frequently used in thermodynamics. For example, one can express ∂P/∂T| V in terms of thermal properties:
where α P and κ T are the isobaric thermal expansion coefficient and the isothermal compressibility, respectively. Equations (2) and (3) can be proved in the ordinary notation from
by comparing the coefficients of dx and dz on both sides. However, the peculiar minus sign in Eq. (3) still remains mysterious: it is derived mathematically, but we do not have a mental picture of it. Now, have a look at Fig. 3 : a visual justification of Eqs. (2) and (3) is immediately obtained.
What happened? Figure 1 explains how these diagrams work. Equation (1) can be interpreted as a decomposition of a "vector" dx into components parallel to the "vectors" dy and dz ( Fig. 1(a) ), where the two "vectors" dy and dz are need not be orthogonal. Accepting such an idea of graphically representing differentials as vectors, one can geometrically interpret ∂x/∂y| z . The "vector" ∂x/∂y| z dy is the shadow of the "vector" dx when projected to the direction of dy by a "sunray" parallel to dz, and the scaling factor of this projection is ∂x/∂y| z ( Fig. 1(b) ). It is easy to remember such an assignment of a scaling factor to a movement in a diagram. Sliding dx to dy along a z-sunray (a line parallel to the vector dz) translates into writing down ∂x as a numerator and ∂y as a denominator, then drawing a vertical line from ∂x to ∂y with a small "z" placed next to it. Lastly, note that such reading of an "arrow sliding" is regardless of how each "vectors" in a diagram is placed, as illustrated in Fig. 2 . Since vectors can be arbitrarily moved by parallel translations, one can choose a convenient configuration when drawing a sunray diagram. Now, consider the triangle formed by dx, dy, and dz, as drawn in Fig. 3 . In the first step of Fig. 3(a) , dx is projected along a z-sunray to the dy-axis (a line parallel to dy). The resulting arrow is ∂x/∂y| z dy, the dy term when dx is written in terms of dy and dz (decomposed into directions parallel to arrows representing dy and dz). In the next step, ∂x/∂y| z dy is again moved along a z-sunray and returns to dx to be ∂x/∂y| z ( ∂y/∂x| z dx). Equating this with dx proves Eq. (2). In Fig. 3 (b), dx goes over an excursion: visiting the dy-axis, dz-axis, and then returning home. The net scaling factor it gains is ∂x/∂y| z ∂y/∂z| x ∂z/∂x| y . This must be equal to −1 since its direction gets flipped after running a lap. This proves Eq. (3) and provides a visual intuition to the peculiar minus sign.
Next, consider identities involving four variables x, y, z, and w such that each of them can be considered as a function of two others, such as x = f (y, z) and x = g(y, w). The reason why we do not fix to a particular choice of those functional forms but leave the dependent variables of x indeterminate is to follow the standard convention in thermodynamics literature. However, beginners in thermodynamics might get confused about the notion and raise questions such as "How is the current case different from when each of x, y, z, and w can be considered as a function of the other three?" In graphical terms, the question can be clearly answered. The former case is when dx, dy, dz, and dw lie on a two-dimensional plane. In other words, the degrees of freedom of this linear system of differentials is two. Any two of dx, dy, dz, and dw spans the entire plane; the differential dv of an arbitrary variable v that depends on x, y, z, and w can be written as a linear combination of any two of dx, dy, dz, and dw, e.g., dy and dz. In contrast, the latter case is when dx, dy, dz, and dw spans a three-dimensional space so that dv cannot be expressed using only dy and dz, but another differential such as dx or dw is needed. 18 Provided with this, one can safely draw sunray diagrams on a plane.
In this four variables case, the following identities hold:
These identities are used in deriving thermodynamic identities such as
the identity about the difference between the isobaric and isochoric heat capacities. Readers can easily understand how Fig. 4 derives these identities by tracking the arrow sliding by associating the scaling factors properly. Also, there is one more notable identity,
which is used when deriving
where κ T and κ S are isothermal and isentropic compressibility, respectively. This also admits a graphical proof by sunray diagrams, as in Fig. 5 .
The graphical way is favorable in at least two strengths. The first is that it serves as a quick mnemonic. One can quickly derive the formulas and dramatically save timethink about the steps needed to prove Eq. (7) in the standard notation. The second is that the graphical way enables one to see the blueprint of proofs. Students may not be sure about how to transform the left-hand side into the right-hand side of a partial derivative identity. However, with the sunray diagram, what they should do is simply finding a pathway connecting the given initial and final arrows. Finding such a pathway is often straightforward by graphical reasoning. Furthermore, suppose only the left-hand side of Eq. (7) is given. Students may not be sure about how to progress into another expression. In this case, sunray diagrams will hint possible directions to progress, allowing students to respond to various partial derivative calculations actively.
B The Oriented Area Technique
Now, some readers may wonder how much it is valid to graphically represent or identify differentials such as dx with vectors, which are directed segments according to the lessons from high school mathematics. Surely, dx by no means carries a direction, as the variable x is a scalar one; dx is just a number, albeit infinitesimally small. Meanwhile, dx, in some sense, suggests an image of "movement in the x-direction," and it seems that it might be possible to recast it as a directed quantity. Nevertheless, forgetting all of these complications and pursuing the idea of "differentials as vectors" have brought us fruitful results in the previous section. From a practical standpoint, the sunray diagram method is a set of ad hoc rules associating diagrams to mathematical expressions to obtain partial derivative identities easily; it is just a notation change.
Let us introduce one more ad hoc structure to the sunray diagrams: oriented area. Given two differentials dx and dy, we define a binary operation between them, ∧ (read as 6) and (7), respectively. "wedge"), as giving the area of the oriented parallelogram generated by arrows representing dx and dy in their sunray diagram. Its sign is positive when the orientation of the parallelogram is anticlockwise (i.e., the thumb points upward when the right-hand is winded from dx to dy). Note that dx ∧ dy = −dy ∧ dx; thus, dx ∧ dx = −dx ∧ dx = 0. Also, ∧ is distributive with respect to +. These basic properties of the wedge product are illustrated in Fig. 6 .
The introduction of the oriented area structure is a natural thing to be done when one attempts to interpret a partial derivative ∂x/∂y| z as a ratio of two geometrical quantities. Note that the scale factor of an arrow sliding is not a ratio of "lengths" of starting and ending arrows. In fact, we cannot even argue about the "lengths" of arrows, as there is no metric structure in sunray diagrams. 19 Instead, the scale factor is a ratio of two oriented areas:
This is illustrated in Fig. 7 . Note that the oriented area of a parallelogram does not change by a "sunray sliding" (i.e., a shear transformation) along one of its edges. Algebraically, Eq. (11) can be derived from the expansion Eq. (1) and the properties of the wedge product. Now, one may attempt to rewrite Eq. (11) as
and, as it turns out later, it is much convenient to use this form when algebraically manipulating partial derivatives. As the wedge product between two differentials is defined as a signed area, the right-hand side of Eq. (12) is well-defined as a division of two real numbers. The underlying reason for this is that the oriented parallelogram generated by (dx, dz) and (dy, dz) are coplanar. This is in virtue of the twodimensional nature of our system.
It is instructive to re-derive the aforementioned partial derivative identities with this new apparatus, the oriented area. We shall cover the most complicated identity, Eq. (9), here and leave the rest as exercises. It can be proven by the following trick:
Interpreting partial derivatives as ratios of two oriented areas and doing the "wedge gymnastics" is identical to the "technique of Jacobian" that has been employed in the thermodynamics literature in essence. [13] [14] [15] From geometrical interpretation or several algebraic manipulations, it is easy to see that the ratio of two oriented areas dx ∧ dy and dz ∧ dw equals
which is the Jacobian ∂(x, y)/∂(z, w). Thus, the Jacobian technique can be translated into the visual calculus of the oriented area and vice versa. This again confirms that introducing the oriented area structure to the systems of differentials is reasonable.
The wedge product between two differentials is defined to depend on their sunray-diagrammatic representation. Are the oriented areas themselves are meaningful quantities, or only their ratios, Jacobians, are significant? At this stage, the answer is indeterminate. If the former is the case, the oriented areas should appear only in transient steps when working with physical equations. However, the next section provides a rationale to conclude that this is not the case.
C Application to Thermodynamics
We are now going to draw sunray diagrams with dP, dV, dT, and dS on a plane. For simplicity, our attention is restricted to single-component systems with their number of particles fixed that has two degrees of freedom. A derivation of Eq. (8) is demonstrated as a comprehensive example with the technique of sunray diagrams and the oriented area. It is the unproven one among the three examples given earlier, Eqs. (4), (8) , and (10) . Other various thermodynamic identities can be readily worked out by case by case applications of the techniques introduced in this paper. Eq. (8) is also derived in Nash's article 2 by Maxwell's geometric construction, which one may found interesting and ingenious but bulkier or trickier than using sunray diagrams. (8) . Since identities to be obtained from these diagrams are rather "mathematical" ones, the condition dP ∧ dV = dT ∧ dS is ignored when drawing them.
First, by the definition of heat capacities,
For the right-hand side of Eq. (15), we can draw a sunray diagram in Fig. 8(a) . Hence,
To transform ∂S/∂V| T in Eq. (16) into a more tractable form, use one of Maxwell's relations,
then draw a sunray diagram in Fig. 8 
For deriving the Maxwell's relation Eq. (17), an additional identity is required:
Provided this, Maxwell's relations can be derived in a remarkably simple manner:
If one wants to work with diagrams, Fig. 9 can be used.
Equating the scale factors of sliding oriented areas dP ∧ dV and dT ∧ dS to a common parallelogram dT ∧ dV leads to
Now, what is the interpretation of a new condition Eq. (18)? The oriented parallelogram picture of the wedge product naturally suggests to interpret it as equality between infinitesimal area elements. Equation (18) can be thought of as implying the fact that the area of a particular cycle is the same when the cycle is plotted on P-V and T-S graphs, which is a consequence of the first law of thermodynamics. It is worth understanding that the property Eq. (18) is not generally true for dP, dV, dT, and dS in a two-dimensional system of differentials and is an additional feature from a physical constraint, the first law of thermodynamics. Equation (18) is the point where "physical" identities are distinguished from rather "mathematical" ones. 
Since dP ∧ dV = dT ∧ dS, these two areas are the same, and Eq. (17) is proved.
III The Conceptual Basis for the Sunray Diagram
Despite the success story of the sunray diagram until now, the idea has not been fully justified. The key unanswered question is that to what extent it is valid to regard differentials as vectors and endow them with an oriented area structure. Furthermore, the physical meaning of the sunray diagramswhat it really is-should be investigated. What is the physics that underlie the oriented area structure? Does dP ∧ dV really mean the infinitesimal area element on the P-V plane, as the loose justification of dP ∧ dV = dT ∧ dS that appeals to P-V and T-S plots in Sec. II C suggests?
A First Justification: Linear Algebra
As a first attempt to validate the sunray diagram, one can consider formally treating infinitesimals as vectors la linear algebra. A linear combination of differentials (multiplication by scalar functions and addition) is also a differential; a system of differentials is a vector space. In this viewpoint, a differential, which is an element of the vector space, will be called a vector. The dimension of the vector space equals the dimension of its graphical representation. For example, return to the starting point of Sec. II A, where it is stated that "x, y, and z depends on the remaining two." This was meant to be understood as any two of dx, dy, and dz can be used as a basis spanning the space of differentials; that is, in the refined language of this section, dim span{dx, dy, dz} = 2. Any variable v = f (x, y, z) that depends on x, y, and z can be expressed as a linear combination of, say, dy and dz, as dx can be represented as in Eq. (1).
If we had a three-dimensional linear system of differentials, its graphical representation would also be threedimensional. For example, consider dx, dy, dz, and dw with dim span{dx, dy, dz, dw} = 3. Partial derivatives of x appear as follows:
Note that two variables must be fixed in order to define a partial derivative here; also, Eq. (20) is well-defined if dy, dz, and dw are linearly independent. A graphical interpretation of ∂x/∂w| y,z is possible as Fig. 10(a) . It is the scale factor of a projection of dx to the direction parallel to dw along a "sunplane" that is parallel to the plane spanned by dy and dz. The linear independence requirement of dy, dz, and dw is reflected by the fact that dw will not make an intersection with the "sunplane" if dy, dz, and dw are coplanar. Provided this, one can find various identities such as
which translates into the graphical language as Fig. 10(b) . However, such further higher-dimensional identities rarely appear in practice and not in the scope of our discussions. Admittedly, this justification is unsatisfactory: it is no more than saying that "differentials are vectors because they live in a vector space." Mathematically, this is fine; however, to physicists, it may sound tautological, lacking semantics or insights. Moreover, regarding learners, it is good to have more down-to-earth and less abstract justification. Directly identifying differentials with arrows is better than adding a long and puzzling premise "differentials are not really arrows but can be regarded as arrows." In addition, the linear algebraic viewpoint does not elaborate on the oriented area structure. One may expect that geometrical structures will provide a richer semantics that will supplement the linear algebraic viewpoint of "vector differentials." Now, we have two famous objects in differential geometry that forms a vector space: one-forms and (tangent) vectors. We will first investigate how differential forms implement the key equations of the calculus of partial derivatives, Eqs. (1), (11) , and Eq. (18). Maxwell's graphical method serves as a good reference point, as it not only can naturally be recast into the language of differential forms but also has a direct interpretation on the P-V plane. Basic knowledge in differential geometry is assumed; readers may want to have a look at Appendix A if they need a notation check or supplementary explanations about differential forms and their visualization. Then, we will examine whether a "vector implementation" of it and identifying the arrows in sunray diagrams and vectors in such implementation is possible.
B Interpretation of Maxwell's Method in Terms of Differential Forms
Maxwell incorporated a graphical method when he derived the relations that are now well-known as Maxwell's relations in his seminal work on thermodynamics. 1 He started by considering the diagram shown in Fig. 11 . Two isothermal lines and two adiabatic lines are overlayed on a P-V plot. Each corresponds to a small difference of temperature and entropy (i.e., |T 2 − T 1 | T 1 and |S 2 − S 1 | S 1 ) so that they appear in straight lines in the figure. It is customary to set T 2 − T 1 and S 2 − S 1 to be unit temperature and entropy; let us also adopt such convention, following Maxwell. The area of the parallelogram ABCD is (T 2 − T 1 )(S 2 − S 1 ) = (1 unit of energy), as a unit area in the T-S plane appears as a unit area in the P-V plane.
The areas of parallelograms ABCD and AKQD are equal as both are between the same parallel lines with the same baseline AD. Similarly, the parallelograms AKQD and AKPk are also equal in their area. Hence, AK · Ak = |AKPk| = |ABCD| = (1 unit of energy). (22) Then Maxwell interprets the physical meaning of the lengths of the segments. AK corresponds to the increased volume for a unit increase of temperature while the pressure is constant. Likewise, Ak is the decreased pressure for a unit increase of entropy while the temperature is constant. If we interpret this in terms of partial differentials, Eq. (22) translates to
which the reciprocity relation Eq. (2) can be applied to give Maxwell's relation,
The other three of Maxwell's relations can also be derived by applying the same procedure with different equal-area slidings instead of AK · Ak. We refer the interested readers to Nash's article 2 for the details.
Observe that the above derivation is divided into the "geometric part" and the "thermodynamic part," as Maxwell 1 remarks that "The equality of the products AK, Ak, &c., to the parallelogram ABCD and to each other is a merely geometrical truth, and does not depend upon thermodynamical principles. What is learnt from thermodynamics is that the parallelogram and the four products are each equal to unity, whatever be the nature of the substance or its condition as to pressure and temperature." The point where the area of the parallelogram ABCD in the P-V plane is equated with (T 2 − T 1 )(S 2 − S 1 ) is the "thermodynamic part," while the following equal-area sliding procedure constitutes the "geometric part." The former is a consequence of the first law of thermodynamics, as explained when Eq. (18) is introduced.
What we unearth from the graphical procedure of Maxwell is the calculus of differential forms. First, the "geometric part" corresponds to expressing a two-form in different ways. Start by interpreting Maxwell's diagram as lying on the tangent plane to a two-dimensional manifold of thermodynamic variables at point A, as Maxwell's parallelogram ABCD is indeed a linearization of curved quadrangle bounded by a pair of nearby isothermal lines and adiabatic lines. Then, parallel lines in the diagram are interpreted as contour lines depicting a differential one-form at A; for instance, the isothermal lines can be regarded as a visualization of the temperature one-form # -dT. Respectively, the oriented area of the parallelogram generated by a pair of two consecutive contour lines corresponds to a unit cell of a differential two-form; for example, the parallelogram ABCD can be interpreted as a unit cell of the two-form # -dT ∧ # -dS, as isothermal and adiabatic lines correspond to one-forms # -dT and # -dS, respectively. Next, Maxwell's geometric interpretation of AK as ∂V/∂T| P means that contour lines Ak and KP correspond to a one-
The reciprocal scaling is due to the fact that one-forms can be thought as "densities" that acts on a vector of some magnitude to give a scalar. Similarly, parallel lines AK and kP correspond to the oneform − ∂P/∂S| T # -dV. When these two one-forms are wedge producted, what is obtained is a two-form that has its unit cell AKPk, which is identified with a two-form of ABCD,
Therefore, we can interpret Maxwell's equal-area slidings as expressing the same two-form Figure 12 shows how the algebraic steps of Eq. (25) correspond to successive shear transformations of an egg-crate.
Observe that the movement of the unit cell of the egg-crate exactly matches with Maxwell's parallelogram sliding. Finally, one identifies the "thermodynamic part" with 
Equation (26) follows from applying # d to the first law of thermodynamics (and the integrability of infinitesimal heat),
Note that we had to rely on a loose argument appealing to intuition to justify Eq. (18) in Sec. II C, in contrast.
To sum up, Maxwell's graphical method is summarized in the language of differential geometry to the "geometric part" and the "thermodynamic part" Eq. (26): the egg-crate sliding and the equality between the unit area of P-V and T-S eggcrates. The geometric part, the steps in Eq. (25), is based on Figure 12 : Transformations between two-forms. All are representing the same two-form,
the following arithmetic of differential forms:
Next, the interpretation of Maxwell's diagrams is as follows: if we zoom a particular point on the P-V (or T-S) plane where contour lines of thermodynamic variables meet, we have Maxwell's diagrams. Constructing various infinitesimal thermodynamic cycles that have the same amount of work per cycle and demanding that (T, S) and (P, V) are related by a canonical transformation (area-preserving diffeomorphism) lead to various identities including both purely mathematical ("geometrical") and physical ("thermodynamic") ones.
C A Down-to-Earth Construction of the Sunray Diagram
Although Maxwell's parallelogram sliding method resembles the manipulations in Sec. II B, the characters of the two are slightly different: the former being area "densities" (twoforms), while the latter being areas (parallelograms generated by two vectors). Most of all, the sunray diagram method is written in terms of arrows in the first place, not parallelograms. This highlights the difference between the vector nature (based on arrows) and the two-form or bivector nature (based on parallelograms). Therefore, the final mission is to examine whether a vector implementation of the syntax of differentials is possible. 20 Fortunately, differential geometry tells that there is a dual map between one-forms and vectors, so we can use it to translate the world of differential forms into "vector differentials."
A lesson from physics is that it is invariants that can be physically meaningful. Conversely, invariants often turn out to be physical. Denote the symplectic two-form
by ω. Regarding (P, V) and (T, S) as two different coordinate systems on the same plane (call this plane by Figure 13 : (a) According to Eq. (31), given a one-form # u (depicted by red contour lines), one can construct its symplectic dual, #u, by "squeezing" a unit oriented area in between two consecutive contour lines then taking its baseline. The direction of #u must conform with the orientation of the squeezed area, as shown in the figure. (b) Contour lines of conjugate scalar fields T(ζ) and S(ζ) on the P-V plane are shown in thick and fine lines, respectively. The symplectic gradient vector field # -dT(ζ) flows along the contour lines of T and decreases the value of S by one unit. Note that the areas of cells formed by two sets of contour lines are always the same as the unit area. If one picks the symplectic gradient vectors at a particular point, a sunray diagram is obtained.
M)
, ω can be thought of as an invariant under the coordinate transform between (P, V) and (T, S). Its invariance implies that it is physically or at least geometrically meaningful. With ω, a "unit" of area (i.e., work) on M is defined-to be explicit, a bivector of unit area has a property that the contraction of it and ω equals to 1.
Being a meaningful two-form, ω provides a canonical way of converting a one-form to a vector, thus being able to construct "vector differentials." Define the "symplectic dual" of a one-form # u as the vector #u satisfying
for all vectors #v. This dual map is invertible, provided that ω is nondegenerate. As # u, #u = ω, #u ∧ #u = ω, 0 = 0, #u is a vector parallel to the contour lines depicting # u. Given such direction, its magnitude is determined by the following.
That is, if #v pierces the contour lines depicting # u once, #u ∧ #v is a bivector of unit area. These two properties uniquely determine #u when # u is given, as Fig. 13(a) shows.
Next, define the "symplectic gradient" # -dA(ζ) of a scalar field A(ζ) as the symplectic dual of
for every vector field #v(ζ). In components,
For example, in the (P, V) coordinate system, as
Observe that # -dA, # -dA = 0, as # -dA ∧ # -dA = 0 (or, one can work in terms of components). Thus, the symplectic gradient vector field # -dA(ζ) flows along the contour lines of A(ζ): see Fig. 13(b) . It is different from "movement in the A-direction;" rather, a possible interpretation is "movement along the constant-A direction." 21 The physical meaning of the symplectic gradient vector field # -dA(ζ) is a flow that transports a point on M to a position that the value of B decreased by one unit, where B is the conjugate variable of A, defined by # -dA ∧ # -dB = ω (i.e., ∂(A, B)/∂(P, V) = 1). For example, # -dP = − #e V and # -dV = + #e P , where #e P = ∂ P ζ and #e V = ∂ V ζ are the coordinate basis vectors of the (P, V) coordinate system. Similarly, # -dT = − #e S and # -dS = + #e T for the (T, S) coordinate system. Now, taking the symplectic dual to Eq. (28) then taking vector wedge product with #dz respectively yields
In the same way, it is easy to verify that
Equations (35), (36), and (37) serve as a realization of the partial derivative syntax as well as the differential forms method introduced in Sec. III B. However, as it is implemented in terms of vectors and their wedge product, there is no reason to hesitate directly identifying #dx with the arrow denoting dx in a sunray diagram.
In this framework, a sunray diagram sits on a particular point of M. It displays symplectic gradient vectors at that point. The sunray diagram is not an ad hoc machinery anymore. The arrows in sunray diagrams are literally arrows, i.e., directed segments on (the tangent planes of) M. They are vectors, not only in a linear algebraic sense but also regarding their transformation property under local symplectic diffeomorphisms (canonical transformations): they are Sp(2)vectors (tensors in the fundamental representation of Sp(2)). Surely, such vectors can be wedge producted to form antisymmetric (0, 2)-Sp(2)-tensors: bivectors. Moreover, bivectors # -dP ∧ # -dV = # -dT ∧ # -dS represent a unit area element on M. Infinitesimal area elements are given by ∆P ∆V # -dP ∧ # -dV, where ∆P and ∆V are infinitesimal scalars. Thus, the loose justification in Sec. II B is a valid one. The reason why this wedge product structure plays a significant role is that the wedge product of two vectors at a particular point is interchangeable with the contraction of them with the symplectic form, i,e., u a v b − u b v a is compatible with ω ab u a v b , because M is two-dimensional and the symplectic form is antisymmetric. Now, we find that the questions raised at the beginning of this chapter are completely resolved. Figure 14 summarizes the development of the main chapters of this paper. At first, the syntax of differentials and partial derivatives was introduced in an ordinary notation, without further mathematical elaboration. We then introduced the graphical notation for it, the sunray diagram, in an ad hoc manner, then augmented the language with an additional operation ∧ defined on the graphical level. Call this system "system [I] ." However, why such prescriptions work to give valid thermodynamic partial derivative identities was unclear as well as their physical interpretation: it lacked semantics. In search for "microscopic realizations" dx = ∂x ∂y z dy + ∂x ∂z y dz (down-to-earth constructions) of system [I], we first investigated system [II] , the lower left one in Fig. 14: differen 
IV Conclusion
The sunray diagram technique provides an intuitive and handy graphical gadget for handling the partial derivative identities. The framework enables intuitive manipulation and visualization of partial derivatives and differentials while retaining their geometric and physical meanings as symplectic gradient vectors. Also, endowed with the geometric constraint from the first law of thermodynamics, sunray diagrams have been shown to perform all the graphical proofs of partial derivative identities in thermodynamics.
The sunray diagram method can be considered as a successful reincarnation of graphical methods of Maxwell. 1 Unlike one-forms, vectors have a merit that graphically representing their addition and decomposition is trivially easy. This underlies the observation that sunray diagrams choose to utilize arrow sliding as its main technique, while Maxwell's diagrams choose to work mainly with two-form sliding (not one-form addition and decomposition). As a result, the sunray diagram is considerably less bulky than Maxwell's diagram. Such brevity is still true when compared to the "technique of Jacobian" [13] [14] [15] that presented a more accessible alternative to Maxwell's area sliding by interpreting partial derivatives in terms of Jacobians. For example, the Jacobian technique is less competent than the sunray diagram for deriving identities such as Eq. (7) . 25 In addition, although Jacobians are helpful when dealing with properties related to two-forms, such as Maxwell's relations, things become complicated when the dependencies between variables are nested. The sunray diagram technique inherently incorporates the dependencies between variables into its syntax, hence able to resolve the difficulty above. Moreover, the sunray diagram is equipped with visual intuition. It naturally incorporates the notion of thermodynamic degrees of freedom as the dimension of the graphical representation, which enables learners to understand the relations between variables more easily. Furthermore, users of the sunray diagram can easily classify and generate partial derivative identities, grasp the blueprint of their proofs, enhance their understandings on partial derivatives, and, even more, motivate themselves to enjoy exercising the "sunray gymnastics." The sunray diagram technique is thus an unprecedented graphical method dealing with partial derivative identities in thermodynamics that is both practical and pedagogical.
The sunray diagram can be applied outside of thermodynamics-general systems of differentials, with a symplectic structure or not. One notable example is Hamiltonian mechanics, 26 and it would be an exercise to observe how the equations in Hamiltonian mechanics translate to the sunray diagram. Also, since the current work concentrates on thermodynamic identities related to the basic variables, calculus of differentials involving further thermodynamic potentials interrelated by Legendre transformations remain to be explored in terms of the sunray diagrams. Lastly, we believe that this work not only introduces the new educational tool but also serves as a platform to explore graphical languages of thermodynamics, promote understandings about the geometrical structure of thermodynamics, and enrich the graphical pedagogy in physics education.
Appendix A A Visual Survival Kit for Tensors
Here is a minimum prerequisite for Sec. III, aimed to mathematically unsophisticated readers. Key ideas will be concisely presented in a visual-first manner without further justification. We refer readers to Schutz 17 and Thorne, Misner, and Wheeler 27 for a detailed introduction to multivectors, multiforms, and differential forms with nice illustrations.
A one-form # w is a linear map that sends a vector #v into a scalar # w, #v . For this reason, a typical visualization of a one-form # w is an equally spaced parallel surfaces (with direction) where the number a vector #v pierces them equals to the contraction # w, #v . We would like to write # w, #v as # w #v in short. Compare # w #v to β|α , the contraction of a bra β| and a ket |α . As bras are "dual kets" where the dual map being the dagger operation ( †), one-forms are also called "dual vectors." Our notation that denotes one-forms with left-sided arrows is to hint such duality.
A two-form 28 γ is a map that returns a scalar when a bivec- tor is given as an input: γ : #u ∧ #v → γ, #u ∧ #v . Therefore, it can be visualized as an "egg-crate," that is, a slanted lattice (with an orientation) so that the number of cells that a bivector 29 covers equals to the contraction of it and the bivector. Two egg-crates are regarded as equivalent (i.e., representing the same two-form) if they have the same oriented area of a unit cell.
It will be more concrete if these statements are expressed in the component language. Consider the P-V plane and let the coordinates on it by (ζ a ) = (ζ 1 , ζ 2 ). For instance, ζ 1 = P and ζ 2 = V, or ζ 1 = T and ζ 2 = S, etc. The first basis one-form # e 1 is the one-form that the first basis vector #e 1 pierces once and the second basis vector #e 2 does not pierce any. The V-basis one-form # e 2 can be visualized similarly. ( # e a #e b = δ a b .) The basis for two-forms, # e 1 ∧ # e 2 , corresponds to intertwining # e 1 and # e 2 to form an egg-crate. Then,
where #v = v a#e a , # w = w a # e a , and γ = (1/2!)γ ab # e a ∧ # e b . 30 A normalization convention that is consistent with the aforementioned geometrical definition is taken for the contraction of a bivector and a two-form.
Lastly, the exterior derivative, # d, should be mentioned. # d is a linear differential operator; it is linear and satisfies the Leibniz rule. For a scalar field f (ζ) = f (ζ 1 , ζ 2 ), it gives a one-form field
where ∂ a := ∂/∂ζ a . As # d f (ζ) has components ∂ a f (ζ), it is called the gradient one-form. A typical visualization of
is contour lines of f (ζ), because contraction of # d f (ζ) and a vector v on the tangent plane at ζ gives v a ∂ a f (ζ), which is the first-order amount of change of f at ζ for a displacement #v. A one-form field can also be acted by # d to be a two-form field as
Note that applying # d to a constant scalar field gives 0; thus,
• ω ab ω cd + ω ac ω db + ω ad ω bc = 0. Graphically, this gives a configuration reminiscent of Ptolemy's theorem. However, transforming the Jacobi identity into the form of practical use (Eq. (7)) requires several steps. 26 M. A. Peterson, "Analogy between thermodynamics and mechanics," Am. J.
Phys. 47(6), 488-490 (1979) . 27 C. W. Misner, K. S. Thorne, and J. A. Wheeler, Gravitation (Freeman, San Francisco, 1973). 28 In the spirit of our "arrowheads as abstract indices" notation, a (0, 2)-tensor should be written with two left-sided arrows: # -# γ. However, we decided to write simply as γ to avoid clutter. 29 A bivector is an oriented area. The simplest way to create a bivector is wedge producting two vectors:
The Einstein convention is being used.
